
Product Brochure 

INNOVATIVE OCTOPUS STAND 

Since You’re Serious 

about Quality... 

this is a Must-Own 

Piece of  Equipment 

Built to Last 

Made of  all-steel construction with eight powerful clamps, and a 

powder coat finish. High-carbon heat-treated swivel clamp brackets. 

Thirty-four heat and paint-resistant protective rubber boots keep 

critical  areas free from overspray for years of  trouble-free use. 

The clamps and clamp pins provide end-

less flexibility for mounting parts on the 

Octopus. The more you use it, the more 

you will find  uses for it. 

Call • 02 9772 9000  Visit • www.sape.com.au 
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GETTING THE BEST POSSIBLE colour match requires painting the parts in 

the same position they assume when mounted on the car. Metallic and pearl 

paints, especially, will lay down differently when sprayed vertically versus    

horizontally, affecting the resulting colour. 

Another big advantage to spraying parts such as Saturn door skins and 

large side mouldings vertically is that there is less flat surface area for dirt to 

accumulate, resulting in cleaner paint finishes, while taking up less booth 

space. No more missed edges, like those that happen when parts are painted 

on a scissor stand. With the Octopus, parts can be mounted at the perfect 

working height in just seconds, speeding up paint times. Wet parts can be 

moved with ease, increasing booth efficiency. 

The ability to securely hold parts at multiple points prevents distortion during 

the painting and baking process. This is a common problem with large plastic 

filler panels and bumper pads that are sprayed on scissor stands when the 

ends are not properly supported, making them harder to mount on the vehicle, 

which costs you time and money, and creating possible quality issues.  The 

Octopus Paint Rack eliminates all of  these problems. 

Mobility and Stability 

The Total Lock Double Braking System is easily engaged 

with a flick of your foot, providing zero movement by         

preventing swivel and roll. The 1.25 inch wheel width        

ensures smooth rolling over spray booth floor grates. 


